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Tuesday night's
storms wreak
havoc in Murray
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Murray State
names new
college heads
John Walker
Staff writer

advantage of the new term in the future.
"I would (enroll) because it would allow me to finish classes and get
ahead of my regular schooling," Savage said.
University President Randy Dunn said the program is designed for stuAlong with the spring, summer and fall terms the University offers students, a winter term will go into effect in the upcoming academic year.
dents aggressively seeking a degree.
The term will begin after fall commencement and end Jan.l7, when stu"The nodon here is to look for as many opportunities as possible for
students to be able to progress toward degrees, to earn credits for gradudents return to school for the traditional spring semester, said Jay Morgan, associate provost.
ation in a way that's convenient and allows them to make as much
progress as quickly as they may desire," be said.
"Within those 21 days, at least in this fust winter term. we're projecting
In the future, the range and types of courses will
to have (only) Web courses," Morgan said.
·
For the pilot year of the winter term, Web-only "I think this would potentially decrease begin to vary, Morgan said.
"In subsequent terms, going forward, we'd like to
courses will be offered to allow accessibility
the amount of time astudent would add in maybe thesis courses," he said.
'for students who return to their hometowns and let
For now, however, Morgan said he hoped to
faculty to conduct classes from their homes, Morhave to spend at school instead of
begin slowly, working to make sure everything
gan said.
hanging around for another three
runs smoothly.
The winter term has been established to aid stu"I will say that this first Winter Break is a slow
dents in graduating quicker, Morgan said.
or four hours in the spring."
roll.'' he said. "We want to make sure we get it up
"I think this would potentially decrease the
-Jay Morgan
and running in the right way, so we're sort of slow
amount of time a student would have to spend at
rolling it, but we do want it to be successful."
school instead of hanging around for another three
Associate Provost
Dunn said be supports the new term because it
or four hours in the spring," he said.
The students who complete their course requirements during the winwill aid students and because several other universities across the nation
utilize a winter term.
ter term will receive a diploma, however, there will not be a formal ceremony until the following spring semester.
"From that standpoint and the fact that other schools have been operating this short term I think it's time for us to try it and see how it goes."
Morgan said be believes there are no negative aspects of the term.
Dunn said he has hi~ expectations for the semester.
"Fall back for students? I don't see any," he said. "I think it's all pros."
Kory Savage, sophomore from Clinton Ky., said be believes he will take
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

The
University
announced two new residential college heads to fill
the vacant positions for
Hart and Regents residen·
tial colleges.
Cynthia Gayman, associ·
ate professor of English and
pbtlosophy, and Lou Tillson, professor of organizaCynthia
tional communication, will
both assume the positions
Gayman
of residential college head.
Regents
Gayman will head Regents College Head
College and Tillson will
head Hart College.
Don Robertson, vice
president of student affairs,
said the search for new col·
lege heads was more difficult than expected.
"The selection was difficult because they were all
so good," Robertson said.
He said the fmal two
Lou
choices are exactly what
Tillson
the residential colleges
need.
Hart
uThey're both great pro- College Head
fessors and great student advocates," Robert·
son said. "They work very weU with students
outside the classroom."
University President Randy Dunn said anyone looking to take on the job of resi~ential
college head should be ready to go through a
tough process.
"They go through a pretty significant interviewiilg process like we would do for any person taking on such a significant role at the University," Dunn said. "The two new college
heads both have a tremendous amount of
enthusiasm and excitement and, given that, I
think they're going to be great additions to the
residential college staffing."
Caleb Johnson, sophomore from Bowling
Green, Ky., said he is excited to have a new
face at Hart College and cannot wait to see
what direction it goes.
"I think it's going to be an interesting
change," Johnson said. "I'm interested to see
what changes they bring."
He said there are some immediate changes
he would like to see with the change.
"If anything I would 4ke to be able to use the
kitchen without having to use a key," Johnson
said.
Johnson said above all students are looking
for more ways to get involved within their residential college.
"With our new college head I think we have
to rise to the top," Johnson said. "Maybe we
can get enthusiastic about more sustainable
activities. I think what anybody wants are bet·
ter incentives to participate in more (residen·
tial college) activities."
Dunn said the two new residential college
heads are ready to take on the challenge of
their new jobs.
"I've had a chance to talk a little bit with the
two and they believe heavily in the RC concept
and I think they're going to be wonderful people to lead those colleges and the residents,"
Dunn said. "Students are going to have a
tremendous amount of fun with them and
learn a lot from their leadership."
Contact
Walker
at
john.walker@
murraystate.edu.

lines. We worked with University officials to
identify and evaluate the type of activities that
they were concerned about. We have
addressed them."
Maxwell said he agrees the chapter is at fault
and he believes the University could do a better job informing the campus of its policies.
"If you look at the policy that Murray State
has in place, I think there could be some
greater education provided to all organizations
in this area," Maxwell said.
Young said the suspended chapter is only
allowed to hold chapter meetings. They are not
allowed to host parties or other events.
He said the chapter is being cooperative with
the suspension.
"They can use this opportunity to strengthen
their membership program," Young said. "I '
think they're going to make strides in that type
of improvement. I think anything they're going
to do is going to better their organization. This
is an opportunity for them to reevaluate and

reassess what their nationals say is important,
as far as it goes with new membersl:llp. This
gives them an opportunity to live up to those
standards and that's what we hope for."
University President Randy Dunn said Murray State's administration keeps a close eye on
hazing regulations.
"A large part of what we do is careful monitoring and enforcement as noted in the events
that have taken place recently," Dunn said. ~e
try to communicate clearly from the Universi~
ty standpoint there is no room for any of this to
happen and that sanctions will be put in place
if, upon proper investigation, it's deemed to
have occurred.
"From the University standpoint we think
being clear on the rules and having strong
enforcement is as much a preventative effort as
anything, as well as continuing education with·
in the Greek system about the dangers of this."
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.

Photo illustration by Chris Phillips/The News

The University Is planning to offer classes In a winter term during the 2on-12 Winter Break. Classes will be offered online only In the lnauoural year. University officials said
Murray State Is following the lead of other Institutions and hopes to create more opportunities for students to obtain credits In a convenient way.

University to offer winter term
Baley Russell
Staff writer

Fraternity faces
hazing allegations,
suspension
•

Nick Reside
News Editor
The Sigma Chi fraternity chapter has been
placed on suspension following allegations of
hazing.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of student affairs, said a student unafflllated with
Sigma Chi notified him of the alleged hazing.
"(Sigma Chi) was doing things that were not
consistent with University policy, things that
weren't even consistent with their own nation-

al policies when it comes to new membership
education," Young said.
Chip Adams, a Murray State and Sigma Chi
alumnus who participated in the chapter's
internal investigation, said the hazing contained no instances of physical or emotional
abuse.
However, he said tasks traditionally required
of pledges, including taking down the house
flag at the end of the day, violated University
policy and are considered hazing.
Mike Maxwell, chapter adviser, said the allegations do not fit a typical defmition of hazing.
"If you say 'hazing' on campus to somebody,
the type of things that they consider hazing
don't fit your typical mind-frame," Maxwell
sltid.
Maxwell said the chapter has cooperated
with the University nonetheless.
«The University presented a list of allegations toward us," he said. "We did an internal
review. We worked within University guide-
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Abortion protest m~et~ .counter-protest
Nick Reside
News Editor
Students walking through the mall area Monday encountered more than just dreary weather.
Murray State Students for Life posted numerous
silhouettes on light poles of pregnant women
labeled with abortion statistics.
A pro-choice counter-protest was staged the
next day by "concerned students" unaffiliated
with any organization.
Michelle Smith, senior from Newburgh, Ind.,
and president of Murray State Students for Life,
helped create and place the anti-abortion signs.
"It's just to make the campus body aware of
how many women in college get abortions," she
said. "Basically, our University needs to step up
and make campus friendly for pregnant women.
It needs to be a family-friendly University, especially nowadays when so many women are single mo'ms. Most campuses, not just ours, are not
very women-friendly."
She said visiting pro-life student groups from
different campuses gave her the idea.
Smith said women who become pregnant in
college are often forced to choose between staying in school or parenthood.
"We want to promote that women are strong
enough to do anything," she said. ''They can do
both. They can do school and raise a family."
Jennifer Crocker, graduate student from
Nashville, Tenn., helped organize the counterprotest. She said the group raised $36.50 in donations, which was sent to Planned Parenthood in
Nashville.
"I think we did a pretty good job of showing
that this campus is a oit more ideologically
diverse than some people think that it is,"
Crocker said. "We had a lot of people come over
and say 'thank you for doing this' and that they
appreciated our counter-protest, so in that way I
think it was a complete success."
Smith said she was glad to see students
protesting the signs.
"We've been here for four years and ·not one
of our events has been protested like this,"
Smith saicl "It's great because it brings more
awareness to the event and it actually means
that people are paying attention to what we're
doing and that they're taking a stand. Whether it
be one way or the other, we want to stop the
apathy."
Smith said she would like to create a dialogue
between Students for Life and the protesting
students.
"We love it when people come up and (speak)
with us, but most people are afraid to," Smith
srud.
•
Crocker said she would be willing to speak
with Smith about the issue.
"We're probably not that far off ideologically,"
Crocker said.
Smith srud women who get an abortion are at
a higher risk for breast cancer. According to the

Au~tin

Scholars Week
celebrates lOth
•
anmversary
Nick Reside
News editor

Orville Herndon/The News

Brian Kinnaman, senior from Hazelwood, Mo., holds asign In response to abortion awareness posters.
American Cancer Society, no link exists
between breast cancer and abortion.
"That statement just proves the need for our
counter-protest, to show that there is misinformation about reproductive choices bei~ put
upon these students and that women and men
and everyone need to know that certain things
they are being told are simply not true," Crocker said.
In response, Smith denied the accuracy of the
American Cancer Society's findings.
"As far as !,know, they're in denial," she said.
Smith said Murray State Students for Life will
conclude the semester with their annual 'Cemetery of the Innocent,' where numerous crosses,
meant to symbolize aborted fetuses, are placed
in the Quad.
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystatc.edu.

Light the Way ta a Cure!
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Relay For Life
Luminaria Ceremony

Ramsey/The News

Reika Ebert. professor of modem lanvuaoes.
speaks with students during Scholars Week.

Photo courtesy of )acklyn Feezor

Jacklyn Feezor, senior from Nashville, Tenn.. ties herself
to one of the signs, holding a pro-choice sign.
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Students celebrated the lOth anniversary
of Scholars Week this week, with undergraduate and graduate students presenting
their research in the Curris Center.
More than 160 presentations were given
in the Curris Center.
Jody Cofer. academic program specialist,
said via email students present on a widevariety of disciplines.
"Scholars Week is important to students
because it gives them a chance to present
tile work that they have spent tens and
sometimes hundreds of hours on with a
faculty-mentor during the academic year,
making a very nice addition to their
resumes," Cofer said.
Presentations on Monday included a a
session on mathematical biology.
Sessions on Tuesday included lectures
on Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein,.. women
and global climate change.
Presentatjons on Wednesday included a
session on political and national identity
and on occupational health and safety.
Sessions included talks about mathemat·
ics, economics and politics on Thursday.
The awards ceremony for the 'How to
Make Your Campus Greener' essay contest. part of Scholars Week, was also held
Thursday in the mall area.
Students will discuss Jane Austen and
classical literature today.
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.
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RELAY
FOR LIFE

Fri., April29, 2011 9 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

•

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per tuminaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a IClved one or friend whu h;t~ lo:-t his or her hatde with cancer or to
IIONOR a loved one or fricntl ''ho jo; a ~urvivor. Memorial fuminaria' nrc a :-ymbol of HOPE for fulllrc
~.·a~t·er patients. Survhws' luminurias urea S)mbol of HOPE for their today and many tomom)\\ s. l".ach
luminarin will he personnli1cd with the name of the person hcing remembered or honorctl. The fuminnria
will line the track and be Ill for the Luminaria Ceremony at9:00 p.m. on April 29. Please join our event!
0

In Honor of

or

0

In Mcm(ll)' of

Ph:a<il' usc one form per pc~on.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Plea...: JWint ckarl)

Your Numc - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Team (only team l'8plllins ma) wm in for c~dit,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addrc~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ('ity/Statc/Zip
Daytime f?hnnc - - - - - - - - L>onution l:ndoscd $
Total number of lumimtria bugs for thi~ person _ __

0 Cac;h

0

('hock made payable to Amerkan Cmk.-cr Society

0

Rc:a<l pam,· during lumm~na .:ereml'ny ~~Ref a)

0

No ad non lcdgmcnl nocc.,sary
Send acknO\\ICdgment ~:ard to

0

or

0

~01 ncC'i:i'illr)

Ill read

Where Big Deals are a Big Deal

Sign up today at:
Tryltlocal.com/Murray
40-90°/o off

n•m.: dunn!!' ccremon)

'

Next Week's Try It Local Deal is:

or

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

Address _____________________________________
City/Statc!Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l'lca~c

mail Luminaria Order Funn and U<lO!llilln tn

Relay For Life. 100 N. 5lh Street, Murray, KY 42071
or return to the sponsCir bclo11 . l-Or more lum1naria inf,)nnation, rontlK'I Carol

Sim~ (270} 75.~·2971

CANCER SURVIVORS:
You can sign in for the survivor lap at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on April 29.

The Corner
Shoppe Antiques
•

In Hazel KY

Luminaria sponsored by:

300 Main St. PO Box 85
Hazel, Ky 42049
270-492-6255

I

_4__________________________
A
TheN~ ----------------------~
-~-n
~,_w_
n

OpiDioo Editor: Casey Bradley

Phone: 809·5873

Our View

Winter term
needs patience,
forethought
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

B

eing a college student can
mean sacrificing a lot. Now, for
those attending Murray State, we
have the option of sacrificing Winter Break in order to advance our
education.
The University's new Winter
Break option will allow students to
graduate faster (maybe even on
time.). It also has the potential for
more diverse courses to be offered
on a regular basis instead of the
usual long haul of required classes.
As of now students will only be
taking winter courses online start·
ing in the winter of 2011. This will
certainly allow for students to go
home on their break and complete
courses. But when can we take
courses here on campus?
Some of us would like nothing
more than to extend our time
away from home for just a little
longer. Especially if we had the
option to celebrate the holidays
with friends.
Of course many see breaks as ~
time of year when family comes
back into our lives and we can all
renew the academic spirit which
may have been lost in the fall
semester. Some students may not
have that option, especially ·international students.
The real question is why did the
University wait so long to implement this option? We certainly are
not the first school to allow students to take classes during the
winter, especially online.
If the teachers on this campus
are willing to extend their services
to students, there is no reason why
the University should object. After

all, we are paying for it, right?
The downsides to the new class
options will be a little more indirect than the upsides. The University should be careful to tell students not to overwhelm themselves during break.
While everyone wants to graduate on schedule, there is always
the risk of burning out and, in turn,
dropping out.
Students need to make sure not
to take on more than they can handle. Remember that five years of
college to attain a degree is much
more valuable than two years of
overwork and a lifetime of regret.
Another downside may be the
University over-extending itself.
Even though online courses are
only available right now, the day
might come when on-campus
courses become available.
If this happens, the University
should do its best to not pressure
instructors or students to forgo
their holidays in order to stay
open during break. Let this new
idea grow at its own pace without
too much manipulation.
One of the biggest ways for this
to fall apart would be the lack of
participants because of ill plannirig and a trigger-happy administration wanting to get too much
off the ground at one time.
We will have to wait to see how
this idea will turn out. But like
every idea, you Will never know
how it may work until you try. So
let us wait 'til the cold winds
return and the seasons change
once again before we judge too
fairly or too harshly on the University's new concept. And do not
forget, whether the new term idea
works or not, they tried.
And we cannot fault them for
that.

. .......

Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

o am 1·to jUdge?
Today is
Friday,
April 22,

the same household. When I was
born my mother still lived at
home. This meant I was born
into a nuclear family. As I got
older and became a big brother
my family went from traditional,
that is children living with both
parents, back to nuclear. 1 will
save you the details but know for
the last four years of high school
I lived with my maternal aunt.
her son and my two younger siblings.
So coming from this different
but.great background I thought I
was one of the most accepting
individuals you could ever meet.
I was nice to the less fortunate,
and even donated food and
money to programs to help
them. I did not act like I was better than people and I greeted
everyone I encountered with a
smile. I soon learned that putting
on a facade, intentional or not,
does not constitute being an
accepting individual.
You have to go through a humbling experience to truly understand how it feels to be the one
considered different, the one
society froWns upon for various
reasons. In my life that had
never happened. I was never the
shining example of what not to
do.
Rewind to April 20, 2010. I am
sitting in a court room and listening to a judge hand out bench
warrants and jail sentences like
the candy being thrown during
the Murray State Homecoming
Parade.
I looked around the packed
room and I saw people of all statues. There was at Murray State
employee being brought up for
charges concerning cold checks.
There were tons of domestic
violence disputes and court

2 0 1 1 .

However,
I am typ-

ing this on
Wednesday April
20.2011.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... Cornelius Hocker To many;
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How are you celebrating
Earth Week?
"By planting flowers in my yard."
Mmdy Ezell • Madisonville, Ky.
junior

"By running."
Soliman AI Shabanat • Saudi Arabia
graduate student

"By separating the trash and recycling."

Robert Arneqon • Murray
senior

Kylie Townsend/The News

Junior from
Greenville K:y.
'

4/~0 . sign 1f 1e s

weed.
Many
people smoke weed on this day,
but have not a clue about how it
came to be. If you are truly interested in the topic, do some
research. Just know it was
allegedly started in California.
Damn liberals.
A year ago, I would have
judged you 'til the cows came
home if you told me so and so
smoked weed.' or if you yourself
did. Smoking anything is a
turnoff for me. I recently broke
up with someone over their
smoking habits. That was not me
judging, but me not being able to
fathom my partner spending
more money on cigarettes and
weed than me. Plus, I do not like
kissing smokers. It is just not
something I find beneficial to my
life.
Here is a little background on
myself. I grew up in a decent
home. A non-smoking home
with no drinking problems or
spousaVfamily abuse. Now
before you get onto me for bragging about my 'perfect: life,
know that my family was far
from perfect. It was a nuclear
family. I will clarify. Nuclear
families are households that con·
sists of brothers, sisters, cousins,
moms, dads and aunts Living in

cases involving lack of child support.
After being vilified by the pub·
lie for a little more than two
months it was fmally time for the
judgement to be laid upon us. I
was not alone in the court room
that day. Before I knew it there
were only lO of us left in the
courtroom. The judge began to
speak directly to us. We were
talked to seriously and shaken
up a bit.
I feel we only received a slap
on the wrist, for which 1 am
grateful, but the whole experience changed my perspective on
life.
First, I will never let people
define me by one or two bad
actions. Everyone ·goes through
something in their life and
instead of judging the person for
their actions, how about examining the situation and putting
yourself in their shoes?
You can not judge a person
unless you have been in the
same predicament.
Secondly, 1 have to take my
own advice. I used to be very
critical of everyone and everything. When I saw someone get·
ting arrested on TV for drugs I
automatically labeled them a bad
person.
In accordance with my own
advice, I can not judge them. I
am not a user of drugs nor will I
ever be. Therefore I will never
experience the feeling their specific drug gives them.
So today, on two occasions I
heard a group of people talking
about 4/20 and bow much weed
they were going to smoke. In my
head I gave them a big "more
power to you." Who am I, or
you, to judge anyone for things
we have no experience with?
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letters ·letters •letters •letters •letters •letters
their complacency on this issue. Be
aware that no country that bas
accepted Shariah law has remained
a Christian country. We are next on
the list. Please educate yourself and
your family and friends before it is
too late.

Growing support
of Muslim
community, threat
Recently. The Murray State
News had a full page article devoted to the Muslim growth In Murray.
The "Our View" section on the
opinion page also said The News is
"overjoyed at the support Murray
State is showing toward its Muslim
student comml.tnity." These two
articles should alarm and awaken
the Christian community of Murray. These ideas could not be further from the truth.
According to Shariah law and the
Quran, the non-Muslim are
referred to as kafrr or dhimmi. In
section 3:28, "A Muslim is not the
friend of a kafir. Allah has warned
the Muslims to fear him and to
strike fear in the hearts of kafirs."
We all remember what happened
almost 10 years ago on Sept. 11.
The Quran and Shariah law do
not give women equal rights as
men. Wives can be beaten by their
husband. The children are also sub- ·
ject to this inequality. In Lewisville,
Texas, in 2007 two teenage sisters,
Sarah and Amina Said, were shot to
death by their Muslim father in an
honor killing. They were dating
American boys and their father,
who had abused them most of their
lives, was not going to allow them
to be with a dhimmi. He fled the
country and has never been found.
Thankfully, we have laws against
murder in the United States; maybe
one day he will be brought to justice. Under Shariah law, he would
be considered a hero.
The Christian community in
Murray must realize that Muslims
do not believe the way we do. They
do not believe Jesus Christ died on
a cross for our sins and was resurrected on the third day. They
believe only that Jesus was a
prophet of Allah. To a Muslim,
Jews and Christians are second
class political citizens. The Quran
teaches (9:29) "make war on those
who have received the Scriptures
but do not believe in Allah or the
Last Day."
How can we, as patriotic Americans and especially Christians,
react to this movement of Muslim
tolerance? We must educate ourselves about Muslim beliefs and not
let history repeat itself here in
·
America.
Many countries such· as France
and Germany now realize the damage that has been done because of

K.risti Riter,
alumna from Murray

Resources are
available for all'
students
First of all. I would really Like to
thank Cornelius Hocker for all of
his columns in the recent editions
of The News. His insight into the
world he lives in reflects many of
the same ideals I have and I'd really like to thank him for telling it like
it is.
Second, I would like to respond
to Anthony Jones' article ''Campus
Resources short for LGBT." Jones
cited many times when his LGBT
friends have dropped out because
of academic issues. Though he
cited many good personal expenses, I feel like he did not do the
research necessary to shun the Student Affairs office.
I myself am a homosexual and I
currently have a 4.0 GPA, and most
of my LGBT friends are also doing
very well academically. Perhaps
Jones' experiences were things of
the past. I see many of their failures
as lacks of effort. If a student needs
aid as badly as Jones says they do,
it's out there.
A school wants you to attend, so
they will do whatever it takes to get
your money. It's a monopoly. I personally don't see the need to bash
Student Affairs because they don't
have resources for LGBT students.
I'm sure there are many hurdles to
jump to get these ordinances in
place. These things take time.
As for the three Alliance presidents who never graduated, perhaps they took on too much as a
student. Time management, people.
If you're working a full-time job
to pay for school, then focus on the
job and school. Only bite off what
you can chew.
So for any LGBTstudeot, or anyone else for that matter. who struggles academically, try tutoring,
spending less time drinking and
partying, get rid of the TV, get
plenty of sleep, eat a big breakfast
and don't give up on your studies.

Cbeen to ... the crazy

weather. Let's
ge.t . it together
nature.
You
should
have
had your act
together one
month ago. Let's see some
more sun!

~ weather. Nothing bet-

to ~

ter than the adtena·
line rush that comes
from intense rain·
storms and tornado
sirens. Just watch out
for the .really big

ct.sa:=to _

Cb.een
...
Easter
~g hunts.
Who does•
n't love to
.find
the
golden egg in their bag?
/t!N!rl to ,... All the old editors
leaving The News. You .taught
us all how to be the
best editors we
could be. We will
miss you all, but just
remember there is
always room for you
here in the newsroom.

~ ~ce!:1 ~ af:e~ ~

Check itl
• The News Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about artldes,
current events or campus happeninqs.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.oro

Will you take
advantage
of winter
courses?

I am writing to respond to
Charles Wentling's letter written in
the AprilS edition of The News.
Firstly, I'd like to note that I
found it a bit disturbing in its tone
and subject matter.
I should also note that I think it's
important because I see it as indicative of the feelings of many of us
"liberals" in the U.S. today.
First, though, I'll say why I fmd
Wentling's assertionS' disturbing.
The primary reason is that he
argues for not voting, at least not
for the Democrats. As a leftist, I can
see the reasons why this seems like
a good idea.
Then again, the Democrats
always fail on the social justice
agenda we seek to force upon them,
so Wentling's surprise that they've
failed again is a bit odd. This is why
I argue that we should vote Democrat. Not because they'll pull
through this time, enact singlepayer healthcarc, humane immigration policies and a sustainable environmental plan, but because it's a
holding action.
The kinds of policies l want, 1

like
learn
new
and
randOm stuff
every year. Love it.

C6e«s to - Earth Week.
Every day should •
be an Earth Day.
Especially if it
comes with a free
Bawn in the Mash
•
Concerti
Who
could say no to that?

Kids At Play

Photo rourt!!Sy oi Amy Schluckebier

You may have been wondering
why the dol>r handles all over Faculty Hall, Applied Science and Price
Doyle Fine Arts have been adorned
with little tags asking for donations
for the 'Japan relief effort. We all
know about the recent events that
struck Japan physically and culturally. The amount of damage has
been cata<;trophic and devastating.
Originally. this all started as a collaborative senior graphic design
project involving a series of three
posters depicting aspects of Japanese culture affected by this disaster.
We came up with the idea to turn
simple Japanese charms into larger
versions asking for donations
through the Mercy Corps.
The posters were hand printed
with a printing technique called
serigraphy, or silk screen. All the
colors were hand-mixed and then
squeegeed through a stencil one
color at a time.
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So long, farewell
A year passed,
occasionally at a
snail's pace, typically without
notice. Project
after project, she
dug herself deeper
into her own
-'-__;.;,;,;,....:_ _ ~world of words
Casey Bradley and prints. Hers
. . Ed'
was a fortress of
0 p1Dlon ltor newsprint, handmade paper, ink, sweat and coffee.
As many students do. in her final
year, this art major became comfortable in a routine that seemed never
ending.
Then, on the ides of April, she hit
her goal. Carefully, she dismantled a
year's worth of mental and physical
effort. With a bit of spackle and
paint, you never would have known
she once hung her work on the seventh floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts building.
Packing her framed work neatly
into her studio, she sat back, sighed
and then waited.
What now? Where to next?
Shaking off a creeping uncertainty,
she stood, scolding herself for a
messy studio desk before departing
for Wilson Hall.
Shortly after her show ended, so
would her job at the paper. One last
column, one last publication. The fmish line of her undergraduate life was
quickly approaching and she was
timidly reaching for the ribbon.
What does someone say in their
last column? How does anyone begin
to scribble even a rough outline?
Scratching her head, she stared off
into the hustle and bustle of the
newsroom, taking in the simmering
chaos that produced a newspaper
each week.
This she would miss.
Tapping keyboards, the swish of
paper as it was quickly pulled from
the printer, pens scratching corrections, excitement mixed with frustration and exhaustion. It wasn't perfect, but it was. 1
She sighed, resting her' chin in her
hands, elbows propped on her desk.
It was finally here, her last chapter.
Only a few pages left now. It was
almost time to mov~ on to the ~ext
book, "Adventures After College.!'
Where would they begin, these
adventures? The last few lines of this
book would consist mostly of packing up her belongings after parading
around in her graduation gown. How
would the next book begin?
In June she would find herself at
the beginning of her next adventure
on the edge of Alabama, breathing in
the smell of the ocean and slowly letting go of her college life. A summer
of arts and crafts. by the ocean with
kids was the perfect beginning.
And after that? She had plans. They
were nowhere near sturdy, 10-year
plans, more like vague ideas of her
next few years. After that, she'd think
of something, or let herself be carried by the wind.
No matter where she went, though,
she would never forget the years she
spent in Murray, the people she met
and the impact everyone had on who
she became.
With that thought comfortably taking root, she began writing. It may be
her last column, but it wasn't really
goodbye. She'd be around, she would
still write. After all, the world is a
small place.

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane
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Having made the posters, we
decided that wasn't enough for the
Murray State campus. Using the
scraps from our posters we decided
to spread the word by designing
small versions of our posters to
place throughout campus. Seeing as
door handles are the most used
locations on campus, we hung l'i6
tiny hand-made prints on 156 door
handles.
The point of all this was to raise
awareness, reminding people about
the ongoing relief efforts in Japan
and the organization we felt would
be the best way to give directly to
the families who need' it most.
Over the past .week we have witnessed people tearing th.ese down
off the door handles in frustration
not realizing they were made with a
purpose. Regardless of these
actions, we still achieved what we
wanted. People looked.
Amy Schluckcbicr,
senior from Benton, Ark.
and Kirsten Spencer.
senior from Henderson, Ky.

Japan still in need
of donations
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suspect Wentling wants, and I also
suspect many "liberals" want won't
happen in the next 20 years. But it
will be another 40 years if the
Republicans retake the presidency
and the Senate.
We've already seen what happens when the Republicans get a
little power. This is not the part}' of
Bush or Reagan. This party is rabidly attacking women. the environment and the working class. A
Republican state government in
Michigan even dissolved a local
government to decrease opposition
to their policies.
This brings me to the second reason for responding to Wentling's
piece. 1 do think it's indicative, if a
little aggressive, of the way students and the left feel about
Obama.
This is something that the President should acknowledge.
He won his primary with our
support and yes, be had to move to
the center to win the general election, but he seems to have forgotten
his base. So the frustration is somewhat valid. But the. way to show
him this isn't to let him get beaten.
It's to turn out in force.
Matthew Hall.
senior from Abingdon, Va.

Socialist argues,
Wentling wrong

Will Brooks,
sophomore from Bloomfield. Ky.
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Alliance says nothing for something
Tim Brockwell
Staff writer
A group of LGBT students sealed their
mouths with duct tape last Friday and did not
:;peak to observe the Gay, Lesbian and Straight
Education Network's National Day of Silence.
The DoS is a national youth movement
which started to bring attention to the silence
brought about by discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people and
their allies.
The deliberate silence of those participating
in the DoS event was designed to echo the
silence caused by the bullying, name calling
and harassment LGBT people face on a daily
basis throughout the world, according to dayofsilence.org.
Murray State Alliance, an organization which
supports and promotes the interests of LGBT
students, hosted the event held annually across
the country.
An Alliance press release describes DoS as a
day of no talking, to stand in protest of bullying
and harassment at school and work. Chris
Morehead, senior from Paducah, and head of
public relations for the Alliance, whose mouth
was taped, scribbled on a piece of paper. He
wrote that he thinks DoS .is a good way to raise
awareness of these issues.
"This is a great event because you get a
chance to see what it would be like if you no
longer had the voice to stand up for yourself,"
Morehead wrote. "Would you miss the voice of
an LGBT classmate? These are students; would
these students be missed?"
Alliance members participated in live Homosexual Acts, an ironically titled program
desigt:1ed to show others I.GBT are no differenet than heterosexuals, Morehead said. The
event, which t~ok place Wednesday in the Free
Speech Zone, was first held in 2009 to illustrate
the similarities in the day-to-day activities of
all students regardless of sexuality.
At the event, Alliance members play games,
do homework and casually converse with one
another.
"This has become a tradition for us." said
Kyle Shupe, sophomore from .Farmington, Ky.,
and vice president of Alliance. "We are just
showing that we are thc same as anyone else."
This year's Live Acts attracted a steady
stream of participants and curious students
who wanted to know exactly what was going
on.
Joey Dublin. senior from Cuba, Ky.. said he
appreciates the idea behind the Live Acts
event.
"I think it's good to show the community that
gay people are just as boring as the rest of us;'

Dublin said. "We arc all pretty much the same."
Morgan Randall, junior from Louisville, has
been involved with Alliance since she came to
Murray State.
"These events are important because they
bring attention to the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgcndcr community," he said. "Day of
Silence is specifically important because it raises awareness of some of the hardships that
individuals in the LGBT community face."
Hardships could vary from bullying, harassment, inequality and · discrimination, Randall
said. The goal of the live Homose.xual Acts is
to break down stereotypes that LGBT students
are labeled with.
Randall said she is pleased with the overall
response to the events.
"I have been involved with MSU Alliance
since the beginning of both of the~e events,"
Randall said. "I'm so pleased with the response
the campus has given them. It is clear to me
that each time the events take place, more people on campus are willing to come check them
out and even participate in them. Students on
this campus are the true driving force for
equality and fairness to be taken to a new
leveL"
A<:cording to thetrevorproject.org, a national
crisis and suicide prevention organization,
LGBT youth arc three times as likely to attempt
suicide than their heterosexual peers.
Rundall said the disproportionate number of
suicides among LGBT people is one of the reasons programs such as DoS and Live Acts are
so important.
..The importance of these events can be seen
by the numbers of individuals who have reported being discriminated against and the number
o( suicides that have been reported in the last
year or two," Randall said. "The fact is that the
numbers that arc reported arc not a true representation or the numbers that would be known
if LGBT individuals felt they could break their
silence.
"Through Day of Silence, Uve Homose.xual
Acts and all the other events that MSU Alliance
puts on each year, I hope that the resources
needed for students like me, students in the
LGBT community. are right around the corncr."
Alliance is hosting its upcoming spring
movie event featuring ''Boys Don't Cry," a
movie following the life of a transgcndered
teenager, Brandon Teena. The movie will be
shown at 7 p.m., April 28 in the Curris Center
Theater. Interested individuals should contact
Alliance Executive Board members for more
information.

Photos hy Melissa Ruhhnan!The New~
~liance members socialize In the f ree Speech Zone to raise awareness about homosexual lifestyle.

Contact Broclcwell at timothy. brockwell@
Photo courte~y of Jadyn Feezor
murraystate.edu.
The LGBTcomnwnlty use silence to speak out.

Alliance members fly kites to pass time.
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Help Wanted
First Christian Church In Murray
is seeking the
following positions

Make an impression
on incoming freshmen

~£V
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CJ.h. r./s/~"an :2loo.k's/ o r e

Children's Directory

"Servi11g You For 23 Years"

Congregation is looking for a
caring conscientious,
Christian adult to work
part-time In its program of
children's ministries
(pre-school to grade 5).

More ThanA
Boolcstore•..

Youth Director

• Willow Tree Angels
• WebKinz
• Gifts
• Music
• DVDs

Congregation is looking for a
caring conscientious,
Christian adult to w()ri(
part-time in its program of youth
ministries (grades 6 to 12).
Persbns must pass a background
check prior to employment and be
eligible to drive the church van.
Please send resume and letter of
Interest to:
First Christian Church,
' 111 N. 5th Street
Murray, KY

Fo~ball

By advertising in our Welcome Issue, you can grab
t he attention of t he newest faces at Murray State.
Reserve your spot t oday by calling

Lo wer Lev e l
of X"ew

Bye

C.h.r.r'sl.t'a.n :;Books/ore

270-809·4478
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Senior u.s. District JudcJt Roger VInson. who ruled President Oblml's hlllthcllt reform llw unconstltutlonllllst Ylll'· speaks to 1 crowd about atmlnel cases.

US District Court judge
lectures on criminal cases
OUvia Medovich

"fm too busy trying criminal cases," be said. "I do not have time to
try civil cases."
Vinson said criminal laws had taken a dramatic increase SO years
ago.
"After the 1960s we had an explosion of federal criminal laws. In
2008 it was estimated there are around 4.SOO criminal laws listed on
the books,~. Vlnson said. "TTlere are a lot of things you don't realize
that are federal laws that can bite you."
Vinson discussed a number of criminal cases the federal court bas
dealt with over the years that could be dealt with in state court.
Most of the criminal cases dealt with in federal court carry out a
longer sentence for the convict to serve, be said.
"I didn't realize so many cases were held up in federal court," said
Jessica Marks. sophomore from Madsonville, Ky.
Vl.nson said drug control laws constitute a huge part of federal

Contributing Writer
Senior U.S. District Judge Roger Vinson visited the Univenity last
week to discuss the state of the federal court system.
Vinson said federal courts are being clogged with criminal issues
that do not belong in the nation's highest court system at Murray
State's Harry Lee Waterfield Annual Distinguished Lecture Series on
Aprill4 in the Curris Center Theater.
Gaining significant national attention late last year, Vinson ruled
President Barack Obama's healthcare reform law unconstitutional
because of the inclusion of an individual mandate provision. according
to a New York Times article in January.
Vinson, the event's keynote speaker, was elected to the District
Court by President Ronald Reagan in 1983 to serve for the northern
district of Florida.
He also serves as a member of the Federal Intelligence Surveillance
Court.
The lecture series is sponsored by the department of government,
·law and international affairs and by Pi Slgma Alpha, the national poUt~
ical science honor society.
"It is an honor for me to be a part of the Harry Lee Waterfield Lecture Series," Vinson said. "Harry Lee Waterfield is a hiPlY respected
man in my family...
·
Born in Cadiz, Ky., Vinson graduated from Trigg County High
School and attended Murray State for a semester before servios in the
Navy as naval aviator. Later he attended law school at Vanderbilt University.
Vinson saiii the U.S. bas far too many feCieral critliliW laws on the
books.
The·courts keep putting criminal cases in the jurisdiction of the fed·
eral court, he said.

court.

In 1980 there were 3.130 drug cases in the entire federal court system. By 2009 there were 24,000 drug cases in the federal court.
"Ninety-nine percent of these cases can be handled in state court,"
Vinson said. "Congress needs to exercise discretionary restraint
against these laws and let them be handled in state court. The Constitution says the federal court is of limited powers."
Also at the lecture series event was the presentation of the Harry
Lee Waterfield Scholarship. ,
Harry Lee Waterfield Jr. presented the award to five junior or senior
undergraduate students majoring in political science, international
affain and criminal justice.
The scholarship winners were Gregory Bone, junior from Louisvile,
Nathan l!nglisb, junior frOm Benton Ky., Elizabeth OWen. junior from
Martin. Tenn.. Michael Shepherd, junior from Cou Creek, Ky.. and
Marks.
Contact Medovicb at omedovich@murraystate.edu.
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University attorney
presents ethics code
Staff Report
The Board of Regents held a special meeting Friday to review and discuss its corporate policy
regarding the University's Statement of Ethical Principles and Code of Conduct.
Jill Hunt-Lovett, secretary for the Board of
Regents, said in an email to Tbe Murray State News
the issue was discussed but no decision has been
made.
"No vote was taken on the document on Friday
although suggestions were made in terms of revisions," Hunt-Lovett said.
She said the Board will plan to take a vote at its
next scheduled meeting.
"It is anticipated that approval of the Statement of
Ethical Principles and Code of Conduct will be
included on the agenda for our quarterly meeting on
May 20," Hunt-Lovett said.
The new code of ethics would apply to all regents,
faculty, staff, student workers and volunteers.
If passed. the code will set ethical guidelines for
any Ugivenity employees, most of which will deal
with f"mancial situations.
Among other issues lhe code would highlight are
discrimination and outside conflicts of interest.
The University was advised to create a code after
its auditing f"trm discovered there was none.

WESTERN KENTUCKY

APRIL 27- 5 P.M. [DOUBLE HEADER]

VS.

KENTUCKY WESLEYAN

APRIL 28 - 4 P.M. [DOUBLE HEADER]
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Editor-in..Chief

,Severe storms tene tbro~ the region

Tue$day night with strons winds, ram, liailt
thunder and ljptning.
Wind gusts were cited f8D8in8 between 65
and 90 mph. said Deanna Lindstrom, observation program leader for the Paducah
branch of the National Weather Service. She
said a 103 mph gust was reported in Illinois.
The Paducah NWS branch, which covers a
58-county area spanning parts of illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri, began
receiving reports from Missouri at 7:22 p.m.,
according to the preliminary local storm
report on the NWS website. Reports began
filing in from Kentucky at 10:02 1 p.m.
The storm lasted until around 2 a.m., Lind·
strom said.
She said damage surveys were in progress
Wednesday afternoon to access effects of the
storm and to confirm any signs of tornadoes
in the area.
Lindstrom said the storms were part of a
bow echo storm system ranging from the
Great Lakes region to Louisiana and Texas.
Because of this, she said most damage was
caused by straight-line winds.
According to the NRS report, several trees

were

u~~d

and

~me

bloelled roadways

in Callow.ay County.

'I'he:SI:rong winds blew off some of the roof
0,0 the okt. Univers.i,ty Barn at approximate-

ly 12:45 a.m., said AlYX Schultz, assistant professor of animal and equine science.
The bam contains stables for student- and
U.Uv~ed horses. Howe\ler, Schultz
said no ~rses were harmed and they haVe
been relocated to the New UniVersity Barn,
which was opened early due to the circumstances.
"All of the horses have a home now,"
Schultz said. ·It's a mess. but everyone is safe
and sound. We're waiting on j.nsurance
before we do any major cleanup. Right now
our biggest concern is an electrical problem.
One of the power poles was broken off of the
ground so we're workh1g on getting power
back to the facility."
Wind also wreaked havoc at the Lambda
Chi Alpha house on Main Street. A tree was
uprooted in the front yard, landing in the dri·
veway. Four vehicles were totaled and ,another received severe damage, said Robin Ezell,
junior from Paducah.
Ezell, who dates a Lambda Chi Alpha member, said she and others who were at the
house watched the tree fall just after mid·
night. Those at the house moved to a safer

The News
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part of the 'l'elldence bef'ore cbeckb)g tbe
damage. Ezell's car was one of the vehicle$
destroyed by tbe tree.
O.We all ran to the back of the house 8Dd
after everything calmed down we came out
and I saw the 1lrit set of cars," sbe said."' didn't see my car at first, but when we saw my
car and it was extreme shade. We ~"t tell
the amount of dalnage risht now because we
can't move things around due to insurance."
Power lines connecting to the bouse also
fell down and part of the annex received
damage, Ezell said.
lindstrom said people should be aware
severe weather is common in the spring. ~be
also said heavy rainfall is one of the most significant trends the NWS in Paducah has seen.
..Because we're in such an unsettled weathe.J pattern right now there is that possibility
of showers and thunderstorms almost everyclay," Undstrom said. "Heavy rain is going to
become one of the primary things. We're not
getting a quarter of an inch of rain here.
When we're getting it, we're getting one to
three inches so that's going to start adding up.
Ifs already putting a lot of taxing on the
rivers right now: they're continuing to go up
because of it."

Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.

Kylie Townsend/The News

The old University horse bam sustains severe roof damaoe In the hiQh wind speeds Tuesday nloht Cars were also crushed by a fallen tree at the Lambda ChJ Alpha houSe. VIsit thenews.orv for more photos.
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Well, Hey There Murray State

As bold as it gets

...

Since coming to
Murray State, I have
come across some
interesting
sports
fans. They aren't
weird or anything,
but they do have a
unique quality of
making some of the
Drew
boldest sports stateHursey
ments I have ever
As~iSiant Sport.~ Ed1tor
heard.
You know exactly
the kind of person I'm talking about: the
person wbo says at the beginning of
every Racer basketball season that we
are going to make it to the Sweet 16 with
ease.
The problem is after being surrounded
by these people here in Murray for 10
semesters, I think they have converted
me into one of them. Lately, I have found\
myself making some statements about
sports I would never have imagined
myself making before r moved into Hart
College almost five years ago.
So 1 started to think about all the bold
statements I have made recently and
decided to narrow it down to the ones I
enjoyed the best.
Without further adieu, here is a list of
my favorite bold sports statements:
7) •By the time his career is over, Del'rick Rose is going to be the best point
guard in the history of the NBA and
have more rings than Kobe Bryant."
Honestly, I do think the first part of
this statement has a chance of being true,
but the only reason I added the part on
Kobe was to tick off the Kobe fans. Sorry,
I couldn't help myself.
6) "Albert Pujols is golnl to bit
800 home runs and have more than
4,000 bits when he retire and win a
Cy Young in the process."
OK. I didn't really say he could win the
Cy Young, I just thought it was funny,
but I do think the other two could happen. If I was going to bet that any person
could hit 800 home runs, I would put
every cent 1 owned on Albert. Now, the
4,000 hits, that's just not going to happen, but a guy can dream can't he?
S) "The MLS .is going to be one
of the top three soccer leagues
in the world in 1S yean."
T his w ill never happen. I don't know
why I said it. I guess I mvst have been
playing too much "FIFA 'll" and it got the
best of my emotions. There's no excuse.
I apologize to all who heard me say such
a stupid thing, especially if you're European.
4) "Coach Cal is a legitimate recruiter...
Though be is my scapegoat for the
statement. this isn't necessarily a shot at
Coach Callt's more of a shot at big time
college basketball. If you think the best
basketball schools in the country recruit
without throwing a few perks underneath the table you're crazy. I am convinced even my beloved Coach K cheats
a little bit. I guess that's what makes him
great: never getting accused of any
wrongdoing, no matter what, It's great to
be a Dulce fan.
3) "Michael Jordan could come out
of retirement and still average
20 points per game in the NBA."
Oh, how the love of Michael Jordan
makes people rash. Yes, he is the greatest
basketball player ever, but the inside of
his knees look like a Slushce, not to mention he is pushing SO-years-old. You
know what, it's MJ. Forget everything I
just said. Not only could he still average
20 points per game, I bet he could average 25. The only thing that's stopping
him from getting to the hoop is a maple
casket.
Runner up for boldest statement:
"The Cubs have a legitimate shot to win
the World Series...
Oh, the lovable Cubbies. 1 have to
admit it, sometimes I feel bad at how
awful they are, but then this feeling of
great joy overtakes my body and that
brief feeling of sympathy leaves quicker
than Manny Ramirez after a second drug
test. This bold statement must have.
come up during one of those small windows of sympathy I have for them. I can't
help but want them to lose. T he joy I find
in their sucking is such that the only
other team I could ever imagine rooting
for is the White Sox because their fans
would understand my loathing.
Now, for the boldest ~rtJ statement:
"The Cubs have a legitimate shot to win
the World Series."
This is the boldest statement anyone
could ever make, ever. rt's so bold it
deserves the top two spots. I don't know
what I was thinking. All I know is that I
was definitely wearing gold, when I said
it. I am convinced someone drugged me
because there is no way any person who
has ever even heard the word 'baseball'
should make such an outlandish statement. Nothing I could say will top this,
so I'm not going to try.

Contact Hursey at drc w.hurscy@
murraystate.edu.

Photos by Melissa Ruhlman/The News

Nate Moretto watches as students orapple In the wrestllno room of carr Health. Since last year Moretto has seen the jujitsu dub orow In popularity.

II

Have you seen interest go up since the story profiling the dub wa published in The MumJy SWC NC~t-'3 last yar?

A: ""Jb.e numbers b.a'-"e stayed about lhe same but we've h2d more intema-

tirilll•tlur•s come dUs year. We have multiple Koran 5tUCkals md

a

one Fino.ish :student...

How has the turnover been?

1: "Some people are a little

more~- 111e}t11

radically. but same are VClJ' oonsistent.•

still rolllt', but fjlO-

·

II Does that affect the way you teach?

1

A: No, not at alL We can pick up right where they left off md lle2m jujilsu.
There is so much that can be~ 'Tbfie isn\ a lr'aclc where )'OU can
start from point A to get to point Z. 'lbere tm a lot of th.ings in between
that you an learn on a given day 50 lr'.s fine if people an only come
inoonsistcntly. They can Still learn alloL
H:u; the exposure from •be paper helped at all?

A: Yeah. People have Im"ntioned thAt they saw us in the PJPCl" and theywtte
interested In doing jujitsu. It's oot for cbe faint of bean, tb9Ugb. A lot()(
Pc<lple have aspirations to do juJitsu and lhen they gd In the gym and
realize how rough it ia and bow much bard '\\"'rk it ~ md lbq· 4o1ft
really want to commit to that. lb.at's Ulldfist.mdable and I dOol blame
them. but it defmltely tUc:s some rnolve to sta)' commhted.. The biggest
number of guys we've had has been IS.

II What has been the blggest benefit of Ming invol~ ed?
A: For me,l love jujitsu and I want to gd better at it. I'm a]wa)"S tr)in.g llO
improve my game so it's more than Just exerdse. I compete at jujitsu and
plan to continue doing It long term. rm going to Brui1 this summer to
train. I love the art of jujitsu and lo1.-e doing it. This is a way for me to do
it and also has the ~t of allowing other's to come and p~rticipate as
well It helps me out and can help others.
Are you excited about getting to study .Braz.ilian Jujitsu in the

OOUDtiy

Where it was started?

Moretto, founder of the club, demonstrates a throw.

A: I'm very excited. lve already gotten oonneaed to some peqp!e there who

a

are very gQOd and want to help train me for the two months I'm thtte.l'm
really excited about learning from them- I think it will maybe give me .a
little more credibility. It lends a little more credibility to my -&kill leveL

What would you say to someone who is considering coming out to the
club for the
time?

rtrSt

A: I would say that jujitsu isn't Cor everyone but you11 oever know unless
you oomc OUt. There .are people of .all .sldlllrvds. 1be pcq~.le we tr:ain
with aren't hard heads who try to burt or humt1iate. We all know we're
le2ming and tryillg to grow. You've gat to leave your pride at the door.
If 50meone wants good exercise. good c:anw'3dcrie :and a good workout
then its a good place 10 start ·out.

After oetttng his opponent off balance, Moretto prepares for a take down.

Brandon McPherson, junior from Louisville, performs a rear naked dloke hold on VIII
Auvlnen, senior from Halslnkl, Finland. during a session Wednesday In carr HHittl
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The Great Outdoors

Seasons wind down

Turkey calls and pitfalls
In a previous
column. I touched
on the thrill of
turkey
hunting
even if you do not
fill your tag. Just
seeing a bird or
coming close to
one is amusing,
but it is always
Steve
better to have a
Miller
reward for your Outdoor columnist
efforts.
When you enter the woods this
weekend, keep the following tips in
mind.
I am not an expert caller or professional turkey hunter, far from it actually, but these tips come from my experience hunting turkeys the la<>t six years.
When it comes to calling, I learned
Isss is best. While the population of
birds has increased, so has the amount
of hunters. The hunting pressure, especially on public land, can condition the
turkey to ignore excessive calling.
It is also unnatural for birds to make
their location known to predators by
noisy communication. The award-winning callers seen on TV hardly use half
of their "turkey vocabulary" in the field.
It is mostly just used for show and
entertainment.
Tree yelps, plain yelps. cackles,
purrs, putts, cuts and gobbles all have
their time and place of effectiveness,
but if you know how to do a simple
cluck. you wiU be successful in the
spring.
There are many types of calls available to the hunter. For beginners, box
or slate calls are easiest to perfect.
These friction calls come with detailed
instructions. I have heard some of the
most pleasant-sounding hen calls from
a box call after a little p ractice.
A drawback is that these calls are not
hands-free, and holding your gun while
calling and working a bird in can set up
a chance for d isaster, because it
involves too much movement, and you
could be seen as you arc fiddling with
these calls.
If possible, have somebody next to
you calling. That way, all you have to
worry about is staying still and being
ready to make a shot.
Mouth or diaphragm calls are a bit
more difficult to master, but they allow
you to make different sounds than a
box or slate call. They also offer a
hands-free approach, and you can continue calling until you take a shot.
If you feel you need a wider repertoire of calls from which to choose,
practice with the mouth calls, but don't
usc them in the field until you arc confident in your abilities. Whether you
are a beginning caller using box calls,
or a more advanced mouth caller, it is
important to think like a turkey to serenade a gobbler with calls. Lots of calling doesn't mean lots of birds, and it
will usually have the opposite effect of
scaring off these smart creatures.
Just as important as calling is concealment A turkey may not have a nose
like a deer, but it does have eyes like a
hawk. Full camouflage is a must. You
(head-to-toe), your gun and anything
else you carry in the woods need to be
covered in camo.
Conceal any objects that will glare,
such as glasses, watches, rings and
metal. I've been busted twice by
turkeys as they have noticed a small
patch of my white socks and the strap
swinging from my gun as 1 was ready to
make a shot. A Navy Seal approach to
stealth will definitely help close the
deal.
To be successful, you need to be
patient: patient between calls, patient
to sit still for a long time and patient
when you get outsmarted, it happens to
even the best turkey hunters.
These are some basic tips and I hope
this will help, but the best teacher is
nature.
So get out in the field and find out for
yourself. Good luck this season and
remember to hunt smart and safe.
Strange Spring Stabilizing
In what has been a weird spring in
terms of weather, water levels and fishing patterns, the fish are back in the
swing of their spring spawning ri~uals.
Many fish were being caught last weekend in the final stages of the prespawn
phase. The best catches were reported
to come from deep water close to
spawning flats on crankbaits and jigs.
With the water temperatures stabilizing and the water levels coming up, we
could see a big wave of fish move shallow this weekend.

Contact Miller at stewm.miller@
murraystate.edu

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

F1le photO!'

Senior cameron cameo strtkes ashot last season.

This week both the men's and women's
golf teams play in what could be their
final matches of the season, taking on the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament in
hopes of making it to the NCAA tournaments.
Both teams played one final match
before the tournament, with encouraging
results.
"I was pleased with the way they
played," men's Head Coach Eddie Hunt
said. "It was a great tournament with a
great field, but bad weather, so we had
one of our rounds rained out. But I think
after the first round we came back and
played really well and I thought it was a
good tou rnament for us going into the
OVC."
With more promising finishes under
their belts, both Racer teams are hoping to
carry their newfound confidence into the
OVC tournaments.
..Anytime you go and contend for the
title and shoot your season low, and then
have some players shoot their career low
rounds, that absolutely helps with confidence," said women's Head Coach Velvet
Milkman.
Hunt said he feels similarly, despite
being beaten by their most dangerous
competitor. Jacksonville State.
''I think it'll give us a lot of confidence
going into the OVC," Hunt said. uwe
played a lot of really good teams there. I
still think the main competition for us will
be Jacksonville State. They were in that

Track

Team prepares as
conference looms
Andrea BaUmann
Staff writer
With only two weeks left until the the women's track Ohio Valley Conference champi·
onship arc hosted at Roy Stewart Stadium the
Racers have already sounded the hell for the
top level phase of preparation.
On May 6 and 7, Murray State hosts eight
OVC t~ms to compete at the Marslpll Gage
Track. At the moment, the squad is at the peak
of preparation and getting ready for the first
track meet in Murray since 2001.
"We're excited about hosting it," Head Coach
Jenny Severns said. "It'll be nice to be at home
and everybody will get to run in front of their
friends."
Severns thinks the support of people watching the meet and running on their familiar track
will be beneficial for the athletes. In terms of
the team's preparedness for the championship.
Severns thinks they have not hit their target
form yet, but she is acutely confident they arc
well on their way.
"I think we're not there yet," she said. "But
we're getting closer every day."
Severns said she is content with the athletes'
achievements at the Hilltopper Relays at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.
The Racers gained four top three finishes.
including junior Lexie Barr as second in the
pole vault, junior Kayla Crusham as third in the
3K steeplechase and freshman Katie Forshey as
second in the high jump. Senior Josba Rogers

gave the best account of herself and took first
in the high jump, with a mark of 1.67m (5'5.75").
"They all did a really good job," she said. "We
knew they were all capable of doing what they
did, but we've been working really bard in practice, so they arc pretty worn out. So I'm happy
to see that they still competed well even though
they were tired. That shows that they are really mentally tough right now."

"I think we're not there yet but we're
getting closer everyday."
-Jenny Severns
Track and field Head Coach
Severns said she applauds the mental
strength of the athletes.
"I think when you're really tired from practice, it's easy to just go out there, go through the
motions and just kind of finish and not push to
give everything and make (the muscles) hurt
really bad," she said. "But everybody knows
that to be successful at the conference, you
have to work through that pain. Even if it's just
pain from being tired from the workouts the
week before, at least they can go in there and
learn how to deal with that."
Severns added the hard workouts as well as
two upcoming non-conference competitions
will also ready the girls for the OVC Championship.
"Obviously, when we get to the OVC meet,
. thwr'll be a little more rested, and hopefully
they'll run a little faster, jump a lot higher,
because they'll be fresher and know how to
work through that pain," Severns said.

308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759-2500

• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer cyewcar
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your Insurance
Cor your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST
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Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbettcr@
murraystate.cdu.

Senior Grant Price plays a shot out of the bunker during a match last season.

Sophomore Patrick Newcomb prepares to hit a shot.

Eyecare Spec1a t1es
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tournament and beat us by (our strokes.
so I think that gave us some encouragement going into the tournament knowing
that we can play with them."
Even now, at the end of a difficult season, the Racers feel they can fulfill the
promise of their preseason rankings and
then some.
"I fee l good about our chances," Hunt
said. "I think we have a good opportunity
to do well in the conference."
However, early season issues still haunt
Murray State and may continue to be an
issue even into their season's final battle.
"Our short game is certainly ready, and
our mental game is getting there," Milkman said. "That's still on a day-by-day
basis. We're still a little inconsistent and
that has to change this week."
Regardless of their past issues, both
coaches feel their teams have more than
enough talent to compete well in the conference tournaments.
"Nerves are a part of our sport, so yes,
they're all going to feel a little nervous,
and if not something's wrong," Milkman
said. "But we've played a tough schedUle.
We've prepared them all year for this
cpampionship. so they're ready to play."
Hunt said he is also sure his team was
more than prepared for the challenges to
come this week.
"We have the potential to win the tournament," Hunt said. "We'll just see bow
we play. I feel good. I like our line up. and
the kids have a great attitude and that's all
you can hope for at the end of the year."

Severns said last week's meet had an addltional purpose: the Racers had the chance to
match one of their OVC opponents, Eastern
Illinois.
" It was good to see them. because, for example, Kayla Crusham has a really good shot at the
:.1eeplechase and she got to see probably her
biggest competitor from Eastern Illinois,
(junior Olivia Klaus who took first place in the
3K steeplechase), so it was good to race against
her," Severns said. "And even in events like the
high jump and the pole vault, you have some
really good athletes, and it's good to see how
you are bead-to-head."
Severns also hopes for good performances
this weekend in Bloomington, Ind. The Racers
participate in the Polytan Invitational and will
compete against 16 teams from all three NCAA
divisions as well as the National Junior College
Athletic Association Friday and Saturday.
The meet, which will be hosted by Indiana
University, takes place at the Robert C. Haugh
Track and Field Complex, which will be the site
of the 20ll NCAA East Preliminary Round May
26 through 28.
"They decided to have this meet as a kind of
warm-up meet for everybody to be able to see
the track and get ready," Severns said. "We're
hoping it will be a really good, big meet."
The competition will give the Racers the
opportunity to see two more OVC participants,
since the teams from Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State are participating.
Additionally, Severns said she has detected
another advantage of the meet.
·
"The good thing about Indiana is that we can
sec people we never see," she said. "So it's also
good to get different competition."
Contact
Ballmann
at
aballmann@

murraystatc.edu.
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Senior Jake Donze hurts a pitch In the loss.

Junior outfielder Cody larson slides Into third base saf~ly In the 'Breds' 7·20 loss to conference rival Jacksonville State Friday.

Skid continues as.
'Breds drop four
Will Cartwright
Staff writer
Murray State went 0·4 over the past week and is looking to
get back on the winning track this weekend.
Last weekend the 'Breds were swept by the Southern llli·
nois-Edwardsville Cougars in a three-game series. Then on
Tuesday they dropped a mid-week road trip game to the Aces
of Evansville.
In the first game Saturday, the 'Breds gave up 20 hits and
seVen runs during the fifth inning in. a l7-71oss. .
Junior pitcher Bryan Babin took the loss for Murray State
after giving ~ight runs on 10 hits in four innings of work. Other

members of the 'Breds' pitching staff were unable to extinguish the hot bats of the Cougars.
Offensively the 'Breds bad a combined 11 hits in the losing
effort. Senior outfielder Elliot Frey went 2-for-4 with two runs
scored and three RBis. Travis Isaak, junior second baseman,
also went 2-for-4 with three RBls.
In the second game Saturday, the 'Breds lost with 'a heartbreaking score of 4-2 in extra innings after the Cougars hit a
two-run double in the top of the eighth.
'Breds senior pitcher jack Donze took a tough loss after
throwing seven and two-thirds innings. Donze gave up four
runs, three earned, on a combined six hits. Donze is now 5-2
on the season, which is the bestamong the Murray State staff.
The offensive was lacking for the 'Breds in the game and
only managed six hits. Infielder Ty Stetson was 1-for-3 with an
RBI and Isaak was l·for-3 with a run scored.
In the series fulale Sunday afternoon the 'Breds were unable
to avoid the sweep. SlU-E scored in six out of the game's nine
innings in a 15-4 win over Murray State.
The Cougars were able to score early and often on the
'Breds' pitching stalf. Fr:eshlnan pitCher ~a liiacb took
the loss after giving up six runs, on eight hits in five innings.
Finch is now 0-3 on the season.

Murray State was able rack up 14 combined hits, one shy of
the total of SlU-E, but were only able to push across four runs
acrpss the plate.
Senior outfielder Zach Noonan went 3-for-5 with one RBI
and one run scored. Isaak also went 3-for-5 with two runs
scored. For the series Isaak went a combined 6-for-12.
In the mid-week game on Tuesday Murray State was unable
to overcome the early deficit and lost 8-for-3 to the University of Evansville. The Aces scored seven runs in the first twoinnings.
Freshman pitcher Tyler Saltsman took his frrst loss of the
seaso.q. Saltsman pitched one inning and gave up seven runs
on seven hits, and walked two batters.
Junior catcher Jacob Rhodes had three of the team's eight
hits in the loss. Isaak went 1-for-3 with one run scored and one
walk. while freshman second baseman Wes Warren went 2·
for-3 with a triple.
The 'Breds head to f;astem Illinois Saturday to attempt
to break the losing skid. Murray State will play a doubleheader followed by the third game on Sunday afternoon. The
'Breds are 13·22 (2-12 on the road) overall and 4-4 in coilfer·
ence play.
Contact Cartwright at william.carrwright@murraystatc.edu.
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Jacob Hall, freshman from Benton, Ky.• and Maggie Garilner, freshman fromLouisville. Ky., rehearse a scene of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream· as Demetrius and Helena. The play opens Thursday.

Actors perform famous Shakespeare play
Paige Graves
Staff writer
Though William Shakespeare said, ''The course of true love
never did run smooth," the University production of "A Mid·
summer Night's Dr eam" will run Thursday through Sunday
under the direction of Robert Valentine.
Valentine, a journalism and mass communications professor,
said be has performed in or directed one of the University's
plays almost every year since 1976.
Valentine stressed the importance of being familiar with
Shakespeare's works.
'"This is the classic," Valentine said. "Student actors have to
know Shakespeare, because professionals will be required to
produce or perform his works, without a doubt. Furthermore,
the audience can benefit from exposure to Shakespeare. His
themes are either very powerful and elemental or extremely
funny. Not a moment goes by without hearing some cliche or
aphorism that is familiar to everyone. If you can bring Shakespeare to your audience. you can do anything on stage."
"A Midsummer Night's Dream'' is the story of four young
lovers: Hermia, Helena. Lysander and Demetrius. In an attempt
to escape her father's wishes for her to marry Demetrius, Her·
mia and Lysander leave the kingdom and flee into the woods to
marry.
In the meantime, Demetrius has been in love with Hermia
since he left Helena, and Helena is still hopelessly devoted to
Demetrius. When the four lovers find themselves alone in the
forest, mass confusion and humor follow when the fairies who

"As writers go, (Shakespeare) was, in a sense, the first
one up at the dawning of a new sensibility about man,
God, nature and society. He had a great opportunity
from that vantage point. and he took it."
- Robert Valentine
Director. "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
inhabit the woods interfere with the feelings and emotions of
the characters.
'
If this sounds confusing, not to worry - Shakespeare would
not have it any other way.
Valentine said he prefers the classics such as Shakespeare,
and his directing frees otht'r faculty directors to focus their
energies on more contemporary plays that arc essential to the
students' pre-professional education.
..Modem audiences often think of Shakespeare as 'algebra on
stage,' but that's because someone did not do a good job of acting or directing him," Valentine said. "He was popular then,
and, when done properly. he ~an be just as popular today. It's
not about what you rt•ad; it's about what you sec and hear."
Caina Lynch, lunior from Fulton, Ky., said she was excited
when she heard the University was putting on the play.
"I ' remember the first time I read 'A Midsummer Night's
Dream,"' Lynch said. "l was in middle sehoul and l had just

checked it out at the school library. Since then, I have been
entr~nced by this play. as well as most of Shakespeare's other
works. 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' is my favorite Shakespeare comedy because of the love, dreams and creative imag,
inations of the characters and the joy of it all."
Lynch said she plans to attend the Murray State production
of the play more than once.
"I really think this is going to be a great production," 'Lynch
said. "I don't know when r ll have another chance to see it, so I
want to make this time count."
Valentine said some actors from previous productions would
return to the stage to embody the work of Shakespeare - a man
who saw the world opening up from the darkness of the Middle Ages.
"As writers go, he was, in a sense, the first one up at the
dawning of a new sensibility about man, God, nature and society," Valentine said. "He had a great opportunity from that vantage point, and he took it. Since that time, we have walked
miles down that metaphorical road, and cannot see some things
because of all the hills and valleys. all the twists and turns. But
he could see all the obvious, important things of both dark ages
and enlightenment and he wrote them down. He wrote them
first."
The play is at 7:30 p.m. Thursday through April 30 and 2:30
p.m. May l at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Admission is free
to students with a R.acercard. Tickets cost between $10 and $15,
depending on seating. Children 5 and under arc free. The performance is open to the public.
Contact Graves at paige.graves@murraystate.edu.

Music industry professionals to share advice, questions on panel
Anna Taylor
. Assistant Features Editor
Country music recording artist Josh Gracin
and other music industry professionals will be
on Murray State's campus Wednesday to
share their stories and tips on the industry in
a panel.
Open to the community but highly recommended for music business students, the
panel will allow people to see how the music
industry looks through the eyes of people with
experience it.
Jim Carter, vice president for institutional
advancement, bas connections through the
International Entertainment Buyers Association. a nonprofit trade organization for entertainment industry professionals, where he is
on the Board of Directors. Through lEBA and

other music business relationships in
Nashville, Carter was able to work with the
officers of the Nashville Association of Tal~nt
Directors for the last couple of months. The
NATO consists of most of the booking agents
in Nashville, Carter said.
The NATO has wanted to take the
Nashville music business on the road for several years. Carter said.
In doing this, NATO wanted to educate and
inspire individuals interested in the fields of
music or music business and give them an
insider's look at the industry. They wanted the
first place to take this new program, known as
the College of Knowledge, to be Murray State.
Carter said.
"With just the music' business students we
are going to put (some panelists) in the classroom with them.'' Carter said. ''So it would be

just really insider questions that might be
something that som~one who comes to the
main program would not necessarily care
about."
Carter also said that he hoped for the music
business students to expand their network by
the end of the panel.
Panelists represent various genres of music
including country, rock and pop. They also
reprc!Sent several areas of the industry including performance, management, public rela·
tions and promotion.
"This panel offers a wealth of experience
~md covers so many music genres and nuances
of the business," Carter said. "The professional experience represented by these individuals, all gathering in one place at one time. is
truly unique."
The panel will be set up for students to

.. ~ 1heCkQI Btabiw1atUC

-outback COncerts
1

interact with the music business experts and
will be ca~ual, according to Carter. Much like
the Lovett Uve concert series. the stage will
be pushed back and will have around 200
chairs on it.
"NATO's entire membership is delighted to
bring the NATD College of Knowledge to the
stage of Murray State," said Ed Bazel, CEO of
the Bazel Group, via press release. "We are all
traveling on the same road in the entertainment business. and some of us are further
along in our journey. It is our pleasure, and
our honor as NATD members, to help those
who are just beginning their music adventure."
The panel will be recorded and starts at 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.
edu.
·
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Kite Reeves, nonstudent from~. prepares coffee for custam.s lln.r.trllnl car.,lacltld C11 01111 streel.
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Some people do their best at 1 a.m. Wbne
others are at their prime at 1 p.m.
Each of these groups of'ten feel as thoush
their needs are not beitlg met by businesses in
and around Murray. Sometimes you want a
coffee at 7 a.m. and sometimes you want to
stay out past midnight, right?
The Early Bitd, a recently opened cafe. and
the Nilht Owl, an entertainment center for
those older than lB. was aeated with both
mornlns and night people in mind, said 'funs
Dinh, owner of both businesses.
With a variety of coffee blends at 1 a.m. and
dancins and hookahs until 2 a.m., Dinh saJd
his up-and~ng businetSeS are an asset to
the Murray community and campus.
"Tbe Early Bird is unique because it offets
service with a smile in the mornlDs: be said.
"It's all in the way we deliver the welcome of
the day. And tbe Night Owl is where the
ente~entbegbruL"

Dinh said he also wanted to open a place
that could cater to what be said was aa overlooked sroup; 18 to 20-year-olds. Because of
this, the Night OWl is strictly alcohol-free and
Dinh said it will stay that way.
-we want people to know that they can
have fun without drinking," be said. "'There
are plenty of places they can get alcohoL Ir I
(get a liquor license) I will lose the freshmen
to junior year clientele."
The Night Owl is.open untU 2 a.m. Thursday. Friday and Saturday nights, Dinh said.

.

ATTENTION SENIORSII
The Spring Senior Breakfast will be held
Thursday, May 5 at 8 a.m. in the Currts CenWr
Ballroom. Seniors and graduate students who
are graduating in May 2011 and August 20~1
are Invited to the breakfast free of charge.
Students should 'RSVP to the Office of
, Student Affairs no later than

ThUrsday, Apdl8.

msu.studentaffalraOmurraY81*te.edu
Faculty and staff may pur;ebase tk;kets for U
from an administrative assiStant In their area

A

www.hlckorYwoodsal.com

or

the Office of Student Affairs. For more
Information contact the office at 809-6831.
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Video Game Review

Channel Surfing

'Lost in Shadow' offers short-term fun
Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the video game reviews.

.

I'm willing to give games a
chance. If Gamefly decides to send
me something that's just a random
filler choice in the last spot of my
queue, I'll play it. ·
To be perfectly honest that is
what happened with "Lost in Shad·
ow," a Hudson Entertainment game
now available for Wii
The game is a puzzle-based platform, a combination of two of my
favorite things. It's like bacon ranch
popcorn: it doesn't sound like it
would work but, for some reason, it
does.
The story is not explained too
well in-game, but based on what I
have seen and read, players control
the shadow of a boy whose body is
at the top of a tower. The shadow
must travel through the shadows of
the tower. climbing toward the top
to reunite with the boy's body.
Along the way players encounter
shadow monsters, such as spiders.
as well as saws. trapdoors, arrows
and other things that hurt when
touched.
Most of the action takes place in
the background. The foreground is
the contents of the tower. and the
shadows in the background are
where the character moves.
It's an awkward aspect to get
used to at first, but it doesn't take
long for players to fllter out the
foreground.
That is the platform part of the
game: moving from level to level to
climb the tower. Each floor has
three collectible pieces which must
be gathered before the next level
will open.
Armed with a rusty sword, the
player must run, jump and fight the
evil shadows in order to reach the
destination.
The puzzle part comes in two
forms. The first is during the basic
tower climb. Sometimes it will
seem like a dead end, but players
can usc the Wii remote and 8 but·
ton to find pieces in the foreground
which can move. These pieces
rotate or slide to create a new shadow to travel along.
The second form of puzzle comes
in the shadow corridors. In these
corridors players find dark doors.
Behind these doors are levels where

Photo courtesy of loStinshadow.com
1
In 'Lost in Shadow: available now on the Wli, players control the shadow of a boy who must climb a tower to reach his body.
you can shift a light source to move
platforms closer or rotate a light
source to change the setting.
The game has a great concept,
executed well with the art and
music. The details of the fore·
ground are interesting without
overpowering the gaming aspect of
the background.
Sometimes, however, the camera
pulls. back and your shadow is a
tiny spot on the screen. It would be
easier if you weren't always so far
away from your guy.
The music's intensity changes
based on the setting of the level.
The sewage floors feature darker
music than the residential areas.
During one particular time-based
run the music becomes fast and
creepy as the boss chases you
through the area. It is honestly terrifying.
The game features three difficulty levels: easy, medium and hard. I
started on easy and found the game

challenging but not headache·
inducing.
As you play the game you begin
to pick up on repetitive concepts.
This increases the easiness, as pat·
terns become more obvious and
soon you can fly through several
levels with little to no problems.
That doesn't make it an easy
game to beat, though. The game is
long. After more than four hours of
play I had only finished 35 percent
of the game.
That might seem like no time at
all to devote to an RPG-type game,
but for a platform and puzzle game
it gets old. The best suggestion for
playing the game is to tackle a few
levels at a time then move on with
your life.
Honestly, the game makes it easy
to do that. Have a bit of time
between homework and studying?
Knock out a few levels. It gets your
brain working while also providing
a fun time.

~---

It certainly isn't the type of game
you want to marathon unless you
want to dislike it.
This means you either need to
rent it for a long period of time (if
you feel the need to 100 percent
complete it) or actually purchase it.
"l-ost in Shadow" is available now
for the Nintendo Wii and is rated R
for everyone and features animated
blood and mild fantasy violence.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
in the arcade
One life: About as much fun as an
invisible wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year

Love is louder
Being a TV star
comes with a set of
high standards.
They have to look
and act a certain way.
That pressure to be
perfect can be damag·
ing to the human psyche, so facing your
most awkward teen
Cbarlotte years with an audiKyle
ence can lead to perFeatures Editor manent damage.
"Sonny With a
Chance" star Demi Lovato is not blaming
TV for her problems, though.
Lovato entered rehab in October and is
publicly speaking about her issues in
hopes of educating and raising awareness for body issues and depression.
Issues, she said, starting long before she
began hanging out with Mickey Mouse.
When Lovato initially entered a treatment facility reports took on a dark,
almost-mocking tone. The only known
information said Lovato had left the
"Camp Rock 2" tour after punching one
of the back-up dancers.
Suddenly headlines and commentaries
popped up calling her a train wreck and
saying she was just another Lindsay
Lohan.
Lovato's "20/20" interview - her first
television interview since leaving treatment - airs at 9 tonight on ABC. This
interview is sure to gain attention. especially if it is anything like her interview
with People Magazine.
In the article, Lovato opens up about
her 10-year struggle with food. When she
was yotinger she would binge, baking a
pan of cookies and eating the entire
thing.
She admitted to throwing up five times
a day to the point where it was just blood.
She skipped meals on set and at home,
eating only a few meals a week in an
attempt to lose weight.
That issue alone is terrifying enough,
but add in her issues with depression and
self-mutilation and you have a young star
in need of serious help.
In 2008, fans noticed marks on Lova·
to's wrists from one of her many event
appearances. Websites and magazines
began speculating - was she cutting? Her
publicist denied the rumors. claiming the
marks were caused by rubber bracelets.
While in treatment Lovato was diag·
nosed as bipolar. She describes her state
of mind as ..manic" during the incident
with the dancer.
. It would be so easy for her to blame
the pressures of fame for what happened.
While she said she is not returning to
season three of "Sonny" because she
can't handle being on camera right now
she doesn't say anything negative about
the industry.
"The spotlight didn't cause this," she
told People. "It just contributed a little
bit."
I respect and applaud Lovato for
speaking out on these issues. There is
such a stigma surrounding depression
and eating disorders that it's important
and inspiring for her to speak to her fans
who might feel the same way.
Lovato is even partnering with Seventeen ui a positive campaign: "Love is
Louder Than the Pressure to Be Perfect."
Yes, Lovato is expected to be perfect
according to TV standards. but even
non-celebrities feel that pressure. That's
the issue here. I hope those who need
help can speak up and fmd it.

Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution

· Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar more SUdolw and Win Prizes at:

PRilESUDOKU.coM
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Astudent ties pieces tOQether to build her kite. The Recycled Kite BuildlnQ workshop, held Wednesday in Carr Health, was one of many campus Earth Week events.

I'

v

I

Photos hy Nate Brelsford/The News

Taylor March, senior from St.louis, Mo., cuts materials to build arecycled kite. Chuck Ehrsam from Paducah tauC)ht the class.
~

~- ~--~--

----

Sarah Kelty, co-president of the Murray Environmental Student Society and senior
from Louisville, Ky.. poses with a finished kite during Wednesday's event

----~

Today
• EarthShops, 9 a.m. -1 p.m., Quad
• Bawn in the Mash concert, 2:30 p.m., Lovett
Saturday
• Community Garden, 1p.m., Murray Art Guild
• "Gasland", 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater

----

-

-

~

-

--

Winners of the "How to Make Your campus Greener' Essay Contest
·First: Miranda Brown, senior from Winchester, Ky.
• Second: Hannah Leskosky, junior from Paducah,
and Jacqueline Vilardo, freshman from Murray
• Honorable Mention: Courtney Crain. senior from Louisville, Ky.,
and Taylor March, senior from St. Louis, Mo.
Clip.1rt c.ourtesy of clipartheaven.com
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Pizza

Voted Best Asia Restaurant
since 2002

HOP IN

THIS EASTER!

order online!
delivery
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1601 College Farm Road
Munay, KY 42071
270-753-2088
TERRY D. CANERDY, D.V.M.
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MICHELLE D. WESTERFELD
Small animal veterinary care,
surgery, dentistry,
e~'Cotic pets· and boarding.
Present your Racercard for a
10 percent discount off of your
first visit.
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'A• Where the health and happiness 'A•
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•a•
o f your pet come fi.1rst!
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take..._ out

$5.99 BUFFET
LUNCH AND DINNER

snappytomato.com

270.761.7627

I0:45a.m.-9p.m .

OPEN EVERY DAY
NEXT TO

AUGUST MOON

Bring your family to
August M~on this Easter
for a delicious meal.

Serving All Day
DiscotJnt with Racercard
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augustmoonmurray.com
1 SSO Lowes Dr.
·Murray, Kentucky
~=~270-759-4653
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